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Embedded Java Security: Security for Mobile DevicesSpringer, 2006
This book is a comprehensive presentation of embedded Java security (namely, J2ME CLDC/MIDP), in the sense that the security model of embedded Java is thoroughly explained, then a detailed analysis of this model is undertaken. It is compared with the security model of Java Standard Edition in order to view the impact of limited resources (typically...
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Electromagnetic Fields in Mechatronics, Electrical And Electronic Engineering: Proceedings of Isef'05IOS Press, 2006


	This book contains the papers presented at the International Symposium on Electromagnetic

	Fields in Mechatronics, Electrical and Electronic Engineering ISEF’05 which

	was held in Baiona, Spain on September 15–17, 2005. ISEF conferences have been

	organized since 1985 as a common initiative of Polish and European...
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Object-Oriented Design Knowledge: Principles, Heuristics and Best PracticesIGI Global, 2006
In order to establish itself as a branch of engineering, a profession must understand
its accumulated knowledge. In addition, software engineering as a branch
of engineering must take several basic steps in order to become an established
profession, highlighting understanding of the nature of its knowledge.

Software...
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Field Emission in Vacuum Microelectronics (Microdevices)Springer, 2005


	The field electron emission (FEE) is a unique quantum-mechanical effect of electrons tunneling

	from a condensed matter (solid or liquid) into vacuum. The efficiency of this emission

	process is tens of millions of times higher than in other known emission processes. The

	extremely high current density in FEE and the fact that no...
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Tumblr For Dummies Portable EditionFor Dummies, 2012

	Create a Tumblelog and start posting--this fun, portable guide shows you how


	Tumblr may be a microblogging platform, but there's nothing micro about it. There's no limit to what you can post in your blog--from text, photos, and links to audio, video, slideshows, and more. Now you can join the over 28 million...
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Advanced Bioimaging Technologies in Assessment of the Quality of Bone and Scaffold Materials: Techniques and ApplicationsSpringer, 2007

	This book provides a perspective on the current status of bioimaging technologies developed to assess the quality of musculoskeletal tissue with an emphasis on bone and cartilage. It offers evaluations of scaffold biomaterials developed for enhancing the repair of musculoskeletal tissues. These bioimaging techniques include micro-CT, nano-CT,...
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Artificial Economics and Self Organization: Agent-Based Approaches to Economics and Social Systems (Lecture Notes in Economics and Mathematical Systems)Springer, 2013

	This volume presents recent advances in the dynamic field of Artificial Economics and its various applications. Artificial Economics provides a structured approach to model and investigate economic and social systems. In particular, this approach is based on the use of agent-based simulations and further computational techniques. The main aim...
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Raspberry Pi Cookbook for Python ProgrammersPackt Publishing, 2014

	Over 50 easy-to-comprehend tailor-made recipes to get the most out of the Raspberry Pi and unleash its huge potential using Python


	Overview

	
		Install your first operating system, share files over the network, and run programs remotely
	
		Unleash the hidden potential of the Raspberry Pi's...
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Global Nonlinear Dynamics for Engineering Design and System Safety (CISM International Centre for Mechanical Sciences (588))Springer, 2018

	This is the first book which exploits concepts and tools of global nonlinear dynamics for bridging the gap between theoretical and practical stability of systems/structures, and for possibly enhancing the engineering design in macro-, micro- and nano-mechanics. Addressed topics include complementing theoretical and practical stability to achieve...
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Handbook of Multisensor Data FusionCRC Press, 2001
Multisensor data fusion is an emerging technology with important applications in both the military and civilian sectors, such as target recognition, robotics, medical diagnostics, and "smart" buildings. It draws on techniques from wide-ranging disciplines, including artificial intelligence, pattern recognition, and statistical...
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Introduction to Microprocessors and MicrocontrollersNewnes, 2004
The first edition of this book started with the words: ‘A modern society could no longer function without the microprocessor.’

This is certainly still true but it is even truer if we include the microcontroller. While the microprocessor is at the heart of our computers, with a great deal of publicity, the microcontroller is...
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Go Web Development Cookbook: Build full-stack web applications with GoPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		86 recipes on how to build fast, scalable, and powerful web services and applications with Go

	
		Key Features

		
			Become proficient in RESTful web services
	
			Build scalable, high-performant web applications in Go
	
			Get acquainted with Go frameworks for web...
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